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II.-ON THE JUDAEO-GERMAN SPOKEN BY THE 
RUSSIAN JEWS. 

I. HISTORY OF THE JUDAEO-GERMAN. 

There had been colonies of Jews in the South of Russia even 
in Roman times, and probably those living there influenced the 
Khozar Khan Bulan in the seventh century to accept Judaism.1 
A religious correspondence was carried on by one of the princes, 
Joseph, with Rabbi Chisdai of Spain; but the Khanate did not 
last long, and after its overthrow by the Russians nothing more is 
heard of it. It is not improbable that the Karaites living in the 
Crimea have some Khozar blood running in their veins; they 
even now read some of their liturgy in the Tartar language.2 So 
also the Lesghians in the Caucasus who exercise the Mosaic rites 
may be of Khozar origin; they are of a warlike disposition, serve 
in the Tcherkess regiments of Russia, and speak the dialects of 
their Mohammedan and Christian neighbors. 

In the year 1096 Jews had fled from Bohemia to Poland,3 and 
there were even older settlements in Kieff. There are good 
grounds to believe that before the fifteenth century the Slavic had 
been the common language of intercourse among the Jews in 
Russia and Poland.4 A Slavic prayer-book written with Hebrew 
characters5 is said to have been in the possession of the learned 
Jew, B. J. Levenson, as late as the middle of this century. In 1270 
Daniel of Galitch invited strangers, among them many German 
Jews, to settle in the province now called Galicia, which had been 
devastated by the Tartar Batui6; in the next two centuries there 
was a further immigration of German Jews into Poland, which 

1Selig Cassel in Ersch and Gruber's Encyklopaedie, Article Juden (Ge- 
schichte), p. 121. 

2 Dr. Zunz, Die gottesdienstlichen Vortraege der Juden, 2te Auflage, p. 440, 
qioted from Jost. 

3 Selig Cassel in E. and G. Encyklopaedie, pp. I30-31. 
4Harkavy, f'I[.Dn_ On,-'I';-i nFi', quoted by Dr. Max Grinbaum in 

"Jiidischdeutsche Chrestomathie"; A. Schulman in "Di Geschichte fun der 
Zargonliteratuir," in " Di Jidische Folksbibliotek," vol. 2, etc. 

5 Ibid., p. I27. 
6 Rambaud, History of Russia, vol. I, p. I25. 
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later, in its final union with Lithuania, extended to a line drawn 
from the Baltic to the Black Sea and within a few miles of Moscow. 
Into Russia proper Jews had not been admitted by legislation, 
but by connivance, and in the late expulsion they were driven 
back into the pale-that is, into the former Polish possessions. 

Town-life was but weakly developed in Poland before Sigis- 
mund II, while the newcomers from Germany had lived compactly 
in cities. So they flocked into boroughs and laid the foundation 
for towns, where they even now are frequently in a majority.l It 

may be that to this is to be ascribed the phenomenon that within 
a Slavic country they have preserved their German language, and 
that the Polish and Russian of the less strongly represented and 
less cultured native Jews has fallen into desuetude. From the 
few scanty records of the sixteenth century written in Judaeo- 
German it is fair to suppose that before that time this variety 
differed from the High German only in a free admixture of 
Hebrew words referring to religious ideas and such as had become 
familiar to them in their Talmudic studies.2 They, however, 
wrote the German with Hebrew characters, and from the care 
taken in the transliteration of the words we can judge that they 
were anxious to conform to some recognized standard of German 

speech.3 

1 In Berditcheff, Bielostok, they are in an overwhelming majority, and in 

Minsk, Grodno, Wilno and Warsaw at least one-third of the inhabitants are 

Jews. 
2 Zunz quotes R. Salomo Luria in his documents of the year I556 as a proof 

that the German of the Russian Jews at that time was yet pure; even the 
dative ending in en in proper nouns is preserved. In the Judaeo-German 

glossary to Isaiah and the twelve minor prophets, which is still in manuscript 
in the State library at Munich and which seems to belong to the fifteenth 

century, there are already to be found the peculiarities that distinguish the 
Russian variety of the Judaeo-German from the N. H. G., and yet they are 
accounted for by Dr. Grunbaum as analogous forms to those in the various 
German dialects of the Middle Ages. Such forms are: 'zu' for 'zer' in 

'zubrechen'; 'as' for ' als, wie, da' and 'aso' for 'also.' 
3 In the year I542 there was published at Isny an anonymous translation of 

a Hebrew work into Judaeo-German under the name of 'Sittenbuch' and, as 

usual, in Hebrew characters. At the end of that work the author gives rules 
on orthography, which one may find fully discussed in note VII of Dr. M. 
Giudeman's Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Kultur der Juden in 
Deutschland. The following remark is interesting: Aus der vorstehenden 
Uebersicht ergibt sich, dass die jidisch-deutsche Orthographie der deutschen 

angepasst und dass sie kunstvoll und planmassig angelegt ist. Wenn Stein- 
schneider (Serapeum, I864, S. 129) von einer Handschrift des ' Sittenbuches' 
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The Jews in Russia were cut off from active intercourse with 
the Germans, and soon, began to vitiate their language under 
Slavic influence. In the sixteenth century began the inroads of 
the Kossacks on the Ukraine; the inhabitants were ruthlessly 
massacred, and thousands of Jews fled before the name of Chmiel- 
nicki into Germany. At that time the state of religious culture 
among the German Jews was low, and the Polish immigrants, 
who were well versed in Talmudic lore, were employed to teach 
the younger generation. The development of Judaeo-German, 
or Mauscheldeutsch, ought to be dated from this periodl; in 
course of time it approached nearer and nearer to High German, 
and is now well-nigh extinct.2 But in Russia it has so far deviated 
from the mother-tongue that in the form of the modern Jargon3 it 
represents a new language that stands in the same relation to 
German as Spanish to Portuguese, as Swedish to Danish. 

Within the last twenty-five years a great activity has been 
developed by Jargonists, and thousands of books and scores of 
periodicals are published yearly on a variety of subjects. In the 
year I888 there were published 114 books in 268,950 copies and 
125,000 almanacs in Russia alone.4 This and the fact that nearly 
5,000,000 people in Russia, Austria, Roumania and the diaspora 
(America,5 Palestine) speak it, should certainly justify the linguist's 
interest in the same. 

sagt: "Die Orthographie ist auch hier eine sehr schwankende," so kann man 
dasselbe Urtheil iiber die Orthographie jedes deutschen Buches aus dieser 
Zeit fallen . . . Dieser Verwilderung gegeniiber stellt man der jtidisch- 
deutschen Orthographie ein sehr ehrendes Zeugniss aus, wenn man sie bloss 
"schwankend" nennt. 

Ibid., pp. 294-97. 
2 Much interesting material has been collected by F. C. B. Ave-Lallemant 

in his 3d and 4th volumes of " Das deutsche Gaunerthum" on the further fate 
of the Judaeo-German in Germany and on the interest that Buxtorf, Wagenseil 
and other Protestants of the time of the Reformation took in this dialect. 

3 So the Russian Jews call it, pronouncing it, however, in the Russian 
manner, namely Zhargon; from this the noun Jargonist (pr. Zhargonist) is 
derived, meaning one writing literary productions in Jargon. 

4Di Jidische Folksbibliotek, vol. 2, article "A Reester fun ale zargonische 
Bicher wos 3enen opgedrukt in'm jor t"0rn." Warsaw and Wilno figure 
most prominently as places where the books were printed. 

5 Dr. Max Grilnbaum in his Jiidischdeutsche Chrestomathie claims that the 
seat of the Jargon is now in America, but that is a hyperbolical statement; it 
is true that nearly i,ooo,ooo Jews in New York and other large cities speak 
that dialect, but the great majority is still in Russia and the adjoining countries. 
The passage (p. 7) runs as follows: " Heutzutage sind es zunachst die Pollakim 

43 
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Its raison d'tlre has variously been questioned, severely attacked 
or warmly defended'; it has, however, proven to be the best 
means of reaching the common people and of humanizing them. 
A. M. Dick's moralizing stories in the Lithuanian variety of the 
Jargon, and S. J. Abramowitz's satires in the Southern dialect 
have done a great deal to elevate the masses. But for us the 
interest at present lies in its linguistic peculiarities, which we will 
proceed to investigate. 

II. PHONOLOGY. 

System of Sounds. 

The Jargon consists of two main divisions: the Polish and the 
Lithuanian. The Lithuanian Jews live in German colonies of the 
former Lithuanian kingdom, and their vocabulary has been greatly 
influenced by the current German language, so that many words 
which in the other idiom betray a M. H. G. origin have been 

abandoned, and corresponding modern words have been intro- 

-mit welchem Collectivnamen im Jiidischdeutschen die aus den slawischen 
Landern stammenden Juden benannt werden-auf welche die Bezeichnung 
als Wandervolk passt, und so findet man auch in Amerika sehr viele aus Polen 
-wie auch aus Russland, Bohmen und Mahren-eingewanderte Juden, welche 
eigene Gemeinden bilden, wie denn in New-York allein eine bohmische und 
eine polnische 'Schul' (d. h. Synagoge) existirt [that was in 1882; there are 

many more now]. Diese polnischen, bihmischen und russischen Juden sind 
nun Hebraer (Dn.12) im eigentlichen und urspriinglichen Sinne des Wortes, 
insofern als sie von jenseits des Meeres heriibergekommen sind. Natiirlich 
wurde mit ihnen zugleich auch ihr Idiom importirt, und so hat man denn in 
New-York und in andern amerikanischen Stadten jeden Tag Gelegenheit, das 
reinste polnische Jiidischdeutsch zu horen. Das in der alten Welt ziemlich 

verklungene und verschollene (?) Idiom hat so in der neuen Welt einen neuen 
Boden gefunden, auf dem es frohlich gedeiht. Frohlich ? In einer Erzahlung 
von Charles Dickens behauptet Jemand, die franzbsische Sprache sei eine sehr 

traurige Sprache.' Der Mann, der dies sagte, war ein Gefingnisswarter und 
hatte zeitlebens das Franzosische nur von Gefangenen und Zuchtlingen gehbrt. 
Auch das Jiidischdeutsche ist eine traurige Sprache; es reflectirt alle die 
Leiden und Drangsale, die das judische Volk zu erdulden hatte. Schon die 
vielen dumpfen Zwitterlaute, die dunklen Vokale haben etwas Elegisches; 
das ganze Idiom ist ebenso gedrtickt, beengt und duster wie das Ghetto, in 
dem es entstanden; es ist ein Ben-Oni. Auch die jiidischdeutschen Biicher 
sind Libri Tristium, Klagen der Verbannung, und was sie erzahlen ist Leid 
und Schmerz. 

10 argonnoj literature woobschtsche i o njekotorich jej6 proi3wedjenjach w 
tschasnosti-' On the Jargon Literature in general and some of its productions 
in particular'-in the Russian magazine 'Woschod,' X, October, I888. 
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duced in their stead.l The Polish dialect is spoken in Poland 

proper, and a variety of it in the South of Russia. Its vocabulary, 
and especially its intonation (a cadenced sentence rhythm), indi- 
cate the Polish influence. It is further removed from H. G., 
contains many M. H. G. words, and is more uniform in its 
structure. There are a number of local varieties, so that one can 

imperceptibly pass from the remoter dialect of .the South to the 
Germanizing form of the Lithuanian. It is perhaps on these 
grounds that Jost2 and others said that no grammar of the Judaeo- 
German is possible. But we must not forget that we can pass by 
imperceptible shades from Swedish through'the bondesprog in 
Norway to the Danish language; that by slight steps we can pass 
from the Spanish through the Catalan, the Provengal to the 
French. And yet grammars of the separate dialects, and even 
local varieties of them, have been written. I think I shall 
establish through the present essay the regularity and uniformity 
of its grammar and its just claims to a distinct language. 

The Southern dialect more than any other has been used for 
literary purposes, and is receiving its highest polish by a number 
of cultured Jargonists. Among them Abramowitz3 excels for his 
fine linguistic ear and admirable native wit, and has made his 
dialect the Jargon par excellence. I build all my linguistic 
investigations on his diction, but shall indicate the deviations of 
the Lithuanian dialect wherever they are prominent. But being 
more familiar with the sounds of the Lithuanian dialect as it is 
spoken in and around Bielostok, my table of sounds will differ 
slightly from that of the Southern variety. 

In order that the words may indicate to the eye their German 
analogies, I preferred to differ as little as possible from the 
German alphabet, consequently only imperative changes have 
been introduced. 

There are no closed vowels in the Jargon; this is evidently 
Slavic influence. A, e, i, o, u have the short sound in the German 
words hat, denn, mit, Gott, zucken. The unaccented e has the 

1 Such as izt for izund ' now,' di3er for der do3iger 'this.' 
2 Eine Grammatik kann es nicht geben; es sind alle Formen der Grammatik 

auf die nachlassigste Weise durch einander geworfen. Ersch and Gruber's 
Encyklopadie, article Judenteutsch. 

3 Cf. L. Bienstock, Prazdnik zarg6nnoj literatiri. S. M. Abramowitz i jew6 
25 letnaja literaturnaja djejatelnostj. Woschod, 1884, No. XII-'A holiday 
of the Jargon literature. S. M. Abramowitz and his 25 years' literary activity.' 
Quoted in Bibliotheca Hebraica Post-Mendelssohniana. 
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same sound as the corresponding German e and is not indicated 

by any variety of type. The letter r following i, o, u has a 

tendency to lengthen the vowels-that is, they are pronounced 
more slowly. 

In the Polish dialect u has a dull, heavy sound, especially when 
it stands for o in the Lithuanian; so also in Polish o, representing 
an organic o, has that sound, as in wdz, gen. woza, 'a waggon.' 
The other vowels, when accented, have a longer sound, due to a 

chanting rise and fall or circumflex sound as in Polish and 

Swedish. These become exceedingly long in interrogative and 

exclamatory sentences. 
The seeming exception of a closed e in Jargon is due really to 

the y (j) sound following the e, just as in Russian in the words 

majj 'of my,' salawgj 'nightingale.' 
The diphthongs are formed from the vowels a, e, o, u by adding 

they (j) sound: aj, ej, oj, uj. 
Ajl is pronounced like i in mine; for example, hajnt (G. heute) 

'to-day.' 
ej ( " ay in day; for example, kejn (G. kein) 

'no,' gejn (G. gehn) 'go.' 
oj " " oy in boy; found only in Slavic and He- 

brew words: goj (H. is;) 'gentile.' 

uj " ui in the German pfui; found in a few 
Slavic and Hebrew words. 

There is a diphthong for which there is no corresponding sound 

in Russian or German: it is /j, pronounced like a short 3 followed 

byj; thus bojdem 'a loft' is pronounced like bo-jedem with the e 

afterj left out. This sound in Poland generally becomes oj, and 

in some localities it passes into the flatter sound ej. Its German 

equivalent is long o,2 so that the process of change may be 

represented in this order; o-o+i--o+j--j-ej. 
There is only one combination with u, namely, ou, pronounced 

o+u in quick succession. This sound was still in existence in 

M. H. G.,3 and is the usual pronunciation of au in Eastern 

Germany even now. But I take this rather to be Russian influence, 
which has no diphthongs with u, so that in foreign words the 

attempt is made to pronounce both vowels. The au in the word 

schlagbaum 'tollgate' sounds like ou with the accent on the o. 

1 In Poland aj sounds dj and even a. 
2 In some localities in the west of Germany oi occurs for o. 
3 Cf. M. H. G. ouge ' eye,' souc ' sucked.' 
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The consonants are the same as in German, but g is always 
like g in good, j like y in yet, 3 = English z, sch = English sh, 
z = Frenchj injour; r and ch are more guttural than in German. 

Correspondence of Sounds in Words of German Origin. 

a) Vowels. 

The Jargon a corresponds to d in German, as in ander 'other,' 
lapen 'grope,' 3ach (G. Sache) 'thing,' schtark 'strong, very,' 
warem 'warm.' The German e before r has a tendency to 
become a': warfen (G. werfen) 'throw,' harz (G. Herz) 'heart,' 

fartig (G. fertig) 'ready,' arbes (G. Erbse) 'pea,' Ijarm (G. Lirm) 
'noise.' In a number of words a before r stands for German i or 
z; there must have existed an intermediate stage of I before r 
changed into e, as we will find this the more frequent transforma- 
tion. Examples; far (G. fur, also G. vor) 'for, before,' bar 
(G. Birne) 'pear,' karsch (G. Kirsche) 'cherry,' barscht (G. Biirste) 
'brush.' Some words which in the Lithuanian dialect have e 
before r change the e to a in the Polish dialect, as wargen, Lith. 
wergen (G. wiirgen) 'choke.' 

E stands for German e (except before r as above): fremd 
'strange,' schteken (G. Stecken) 'cane'; there are, however, a 
number of words in which the German e before r is retained, as 
in erd 'earth,' erscht 'first,' ferd 'horse.' German e before /, m, 
n, r, g, d, b in the same syllable or in words inflected from stems 
ending in these consonants becomes e in Jargon: felen (G. fehlen) 
'fail, want,' dem (G. dem and den) 'the,' nemen 'take,'jener 'that,' 
weben 'weave,' reden 'speak,' gelegen 'lain.'2 In kenen 'to be 
able,' efnen 'to open,' erter 'places,' brekel 'small piece,' etc., the 
e = G. o; in heren 'to hear,' megen 'to be allowed,' it is = G. i. 
In general the umlaut of a and o is e in Jargon; kelber 'calves,' 
hent (G. Hainde) 'hands,' kleren (G. klaren) 'meditate,' ieg (plural 
of tog) 'days.' In fregen 'ask,' geleger 'couch,' the e = G. a, 
probably through an umlaut of the words (er frigt). The 
prefixes ant in antworten and dar in daruiber become ent and der 
entferen 'answer,' deriber 'therefore.' E also stands for a in men 
(G. man) 'one,' ken 'can,' weksene 'waxen.' In a3elche 'such' 
the e = G. o.3 The sound i before r generally changes into e: 

Cf. English heart, smart, etc. 
2 This was also the case in M. H. G., as in regen 'rain,' etc. 
3 In Western Germany solche is used for solche. 
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schteren (G. Stirn) 'brow,' ergiz (G. irgend) 'somewhere,' fertel 
(G. Viertel) 'quarter.' In the South of Russia there is a tendency 
to pronounce an unaccented e before a consonant as a very short 
i, and also to change i before ch into e, thus: lecht (G. Licht) 
'light,' ech (G. ich) 'I.' In Lithuania the plural ending ich, which 
in the South sounds ech, has a tendency to become ach. 

The letter i stands for German I and i (i. e. ie): 3ich 'self,' 
wisen 'know,' ligen 'lie,' bewi3en 'proved,' geschriben 'written.' 
It also corresponds with G. ii, whether as umlaut or otherwise: 
schiten (G. schiitten) 'pour,' bicher 'books,' berimi 'renowned.' 
In the South and in Poland a number of words having u in 
German and in the Lithuanian show i, which must have come 
through an umlaut; such are hint (Lith. hunt) 'dog,' in (Lith. un) 
'and,' krim (Lith. krum) 'crooked.' 

O corresponds to G. o: 30oen 'shall,' kosten 'cost'; it more 
rarely stands for G. o. oder 'or,' on (G. ohne) 'without.' Much 
more frequently it stands for G. a and d: dos 'that,' op 'away,' 
lo3en (G. lassen) 'let,' nomen 'name,' 3ogen 'say,' schlofen 'sleep,' 
bronfen (G. Branntwein) 'brandy,' jor 'year,' bord 'beard.' In 
the Polish dialect this latter o has a tendency to become a dull u; 
we saw before that this is Polish influence where o is pronounced 
u, as in wdz (gen. woza) 'waggon.' German u before r becomes 
o: schtorem 'storm,' worem 'worm,' korz (only in the P. dialect) 
'short,' nor 'only.' In ton 'do' it stands for G. u. 

Uis G. i and z: un 'and,' arum 'around,' ruzfen 'call'; also 
G. o: fun 'from,' truken 'dry,' kumen 'come.' In wu 'where' 
the u = G. o. 

Aj stands for G. ei in 3ajn 'his, to be,' rajben 'to rub,' zajt 
'time.' It represents du and eu in majlchen 'little mouth,' ajch 
'you,' hajnt 'to-day.' 

The sound ej is the German ei in kejner 'no,' zwej 'two,' rejn 
'pure.' Ej = G. o in nejtigen 'compel,' schejn 'beautiful,' trejsten 
'console.' The differentiation of G. ei into aj and ej is one 
inherent in the German itself, and in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries they were differently written; in the east of Germany 
ei sounds even now ej. 

Oj in German words is rare in Lithuania, but in the Polish 
dialect it stands for the Lith. bj, which corresponds to German o, 
as in a30j 'so,' ojr 'ear,' hojch 'high.' It also represents the 
G. au in such words as ijch 'also,' ojg 'eye,' glojben 'believe.' 

1 Cf. English first, stir, etc. 
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Otherwise au is represented by ou: hous 'house,' arous 'out of,' 
bouch 'belly.' 

b) Consonants. 

B, p, f and w generally correspond with the same sounds in 
German. In ejbig 'eternal,' lejb 'lion,' the b - G. w. Before t 
b is sometimes dropped, as in ir hot 'you have,' er git 'he gives.' 
Final German b sometimes becomes p, as in of, arof = G. ab, 
herab. The pff does not exist in Jargon, and is substituted by p 
when final and by f when initial: kop 'head,' top 'pot,' kuper 
'copper,' schtupen 'push'; fefer 'pepper,' fajfen 'whistle,' ferd 
'horse.' In entferen 'answer,' bronfen 'brandy,' the w has passed 
into f, perhaps on account of the preceding n. The Germanf 
between two vowels is generally changed into w: briwel (G. Brief- 
lein) 'note,' pruwen 'try,' schtiwel 'boot,' hejwen (G. Hefe) 
'yeast,' also wolwel (G. wohlfeil) 'cheap.' So also b between two 
vowels has a tendency to become w, as in owent (G. Abend) 
'evening.' 

D, t, z are generally the same in both languages. The following 
exceptions are to be noted: d disappears before t, as in ajngeret 
'persuaded,' and frequently after n, as in geschtanen 'stood,' 
gefinen 'find,' un 'and,' faran (G. vorhanden) 'there is.' Con- 
trary to this rule, the d is inserted in diminutives ending in n: 
bejndel 'a little bone,' schtejndel 'a little stone,'3undel 'a little 
son,'fendel (from fon, G. Fahne) 'a little flag.' D also disappears 
after r in weren 'to become,' geworen 'become.' 

T is sometimes added to words ending in n: gewejntlich 'gen- 
erally,' nohint 'near,'fun wanent 'whence,'forent 'in front'; also 
after s in destwegen 'therefore.' Initial German d is frequently 
changed to t: tuz 'dozen,' betajten 'to mean,'fartajtschen (G. ver- 
deutschen) 'translate.' Tis dropped after t in the conjugation of 
verbs, as gefast 'fasted.' The verb tdjgen (G. taugen) 'to be of 
value' loses the t in the third person; Jfegen (G. pflegen) 'to be 
accustomed to' follows the same rule with most writers. 

Z stands for final s after 1: halz 'neck,' alz 'everything'; it also 
represents final st, as in kunz (G. Kunst) 'art.' 

G, k, ch differ but little from the corresponding German sounds. 
G is sometimes interposed between two vowels: geschrigen 
'cried'; in akegen 'against,' kajn 'towards,' k stands for G. g, and 
in schikein 'to shake' for G. /. 

1 This also occurs in German dialects. 
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The liquids present few changes. The forms leben and neben 
are found for 'nearby.' Final n frequently becomes m, as in the 
article dem (acc.) 'the' and in the words b2i3em 'bosom,' bojdem 
'loft,'fodem 'thread,' be3em 'besom, broom'; also 3amd (G. Sand) 
'sand.' R is sometimes dropped before d and t: fodern 'demand,' 
matern 'vex,' federscht 'foremost.' R changes the preceding i 
to e, e to a, which see. An e is frequently inserted between r and 
following m: warem 'warm,' orem 'poor.' 

H7 s, 3 differ but little from the German. There is a tendency 
for h to disappear between two vowels, as in belfer for behelfer 
'paedagogus.' In Lithuania the rough and smooth breathing are 
sadly confounded, and one may hear hober 'but,' ober (G. Hafer) 
'oats,' haj3en 'iron,' etc. 

Final s becomes 3 in i3 'is,' lo3en 'to let,' a3 (G. als) 'as,' mu3 
'must.' S after r becomes sch: erscht 'first,' dunerschtog 'Thurs- 
day,' unterscht 'lowest,' andersch 'otherwise,' and in the ending 
nisch for nis: finsternisch 'darkness,' ajlenisch 'hurry.' The 
German nicht 'not' becomes nischt or nit in the Jargon. In some 
parts of Lithuania the Siboleth is very pronounced and the 
inability to make the sound sch. 

The accent is materially the same as in German, remaining on 
the stem syllable; accordingly the G. lebendig 'alive' sounds in 
Jargon lMbedig. 

Sounds in Slavic Words. 

Words derived from the Russian and Polish show few peculi- 
arities, since the vowel-sounds in Jargon are the same as in the 
Slavic. But Polish words frequently become antepenults and 
cause the following vowels to become slurred and pronounced 
like toneless e: k4fpete (Pol. kapoda, from the French) 'coat,' lopete 
(Pol. and Rus. lopdta) 'spade.' The final a of Slavic words 
becomes toneless e, as in strune 'a violin string, a horse-hair.' 
Polish cz (G. tsch) is sometimes changed into z, as in zi (Pol. 
czy) 'whether,' ipa. 

Foreign nouns derived through the Russian (mainly scientific 
terms) get the Russianized ending, but with toneless e: geogrd- 
fije 'geography,' matemdtike 'mathematics.' 

Sounds in Hebrew Words. 

Before entering upon the sounds of Hebrew words in Jargon, it 
is necessary to get acquainted with the manner in which Hebrew 
is pronounced by Russian Jews. It is, in the main, the German 
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pronunciation modified so as to represent the Slavic sound-influ- 
ence. Dagesh has no power to double the consonant, but in the 
case of :, , n it strengthens them, so that without dagesh they are 
w, ch, s respectively; with dagesh b, k, t. The other consonants 
are the same as in German. There being no long or closed 
vowels, the following changes take -place: - is always a, .= e, 
.. = ej, .= i, .= o,.. = u, j= oj (oj in the Polish dialect). The 
accent is generally on the root syllable and on the penult. The 
first few lines of Genesis would sound in the mouth of a Russian 
Jew as follows: "Berejschis b6ro elohim 6js haschomajim we6js 
ho6rez; weho6rez hojso s6jhu wowojhu wechoschech al penej 
sehojm werfiach elohim al penej ham6jim; wajojmer elohim jehi 
ijr wajhi 6jr." 

Words derived from Hebrew are further changed as they 
become genuine Jargon words.' Thus, final unaccented vowels 
become toneless e: tbjre l'Iln 'bible, doctrine,' broche ,nT1 'bene- 
diction,' tschuwe n'.wnJ 'answer,' zdokes (or 3dokes) n,pz i 'charity,' 
sukes n31D 'feast of the tabernacles,' jonkiper s:3 n' (instead of 
the biblical ''S.? M1') 'day of atonement,' bocher an. 'boy,'. 
meschumed l'~). 'apostate.' Those ending in :' and n keep 
their im and ach sound: opnim M.? 'face,' mekojach _n. 'in 
strength of.' 

In compound words the unaccented (sometimes accented) last 
syllable of the first word becomes e: balebatim iQn.' S v.. 'masters 
of the house, bosses,' kl3mner ~!. ..3 'musician.' 

The n (art.) of the second of the compound words becomes 
toneless e or is entirely neglected: balebos n, 5v.3 'master of 
the house, boss,' besojlem iW-n n,2 'cemetery,' besmedresch n1. 
V'T.n? 'synagogue.' 

The frequently occurring aa of the Hebrew becomes simple a 
if no syllable follows it, otherwise aj: balmeldche ,n~ N vg 
'artisan,' majse ;'lIn 'story.' In the Polish dialect aa always 
becomes a. 

In a number of words the pronunciation is at variance with its 
written vowels; as in most of these cases there is a reversion to 
the Spanish or Sephardic pronunciation, Levenson tried to prove 
that the Sephardic was the traditionally correct pronunciation of 
Ancient Hebrew, and that the German and Russian form was a 
corruption of the older form. I do not need to enter here into 

1 B. J. Levenson devotes eight pages of closely printed text in his D'INT Ilnr 
to Benseb's 2' i )D "TV Tnln -DD to the discussion of these changes. 
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any controversy regarding the matter, but should like to indicate 
to future investigators that in Russia they will find a hitherto 
untouched field for phonetic studies in Hebrew. 

In some twenty or thirty words sounds like a; for example, 
danm 3 'blood,' chawer m'n 'companion,' 3man It9 'time, term,' 

dajge ,^'.' 'care, trouble.' 

Rarely .. is pronounced e, as in besdin Pij n1g 'clerical court,' 
ger nl. 'stranger'; in a few words .. sounds ej: mejlach :9. 'king,' 
pejsach ,nn P 'Passover,' zejlem n. 'cross,' chejder n^ 'school- 
room,' kejwer '11. 'grave,' p/eger r.l 'carcass.' 

In some forty words I sounds like o; the most frequently 
occurring words are md3ellow : $T_ 'good luck, congratulate,' 
roscheschdne ,ltnM W' 'New-year,' roschchojdesch ;n.1.n W' first 
of the month,' kol i1p 'voice,' sof lD 'end,' jonlew ze t nl, 'holiday.' 

Orthography. 

German was written with Hebrew characters even before the 
sixteenth century, and it is evident from the explicit rules at the 
end of the translation of the 'Sittenbuch' that the German sounds 
were correctly rendered by their Hebrew equivalents. As the 
modern spelling of the Jargon is a direct development of that of 
the Sittenbuch, it will be necessary to summarize the laws and 
the discussion of the same in note vii of vol. III of Dr. M. Gtde- 
mann's Geschichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der 
Juden in Deutschland. 

The e was used to render German iand e: 1ri = dich, p3 = gen 
(gehn). But that was also done in the German of those days, as 
in den Irbirn weisinn for den Erbarn weisen. 

[ stood for a and o; for example, tr,nm,l- = wohnhaftig. 
1 stood for u and 1 for au, thus: tlt = tut, I~nn: = brauchen. 

The e sound was more generally represented by r; for example, 
tri = wenn; the ai sound was expressed by -, wllr = zwei, 14t 
= ein. The t after t at the end of words was not read, and seems 
to be French influence and an attempt to represent the final 
silent e. 

I sometimes represented o; frequently s and r were not written, 
as in wtv- = nimant, Pn~w:= -- geschprochen. 

Of the consonants only the following are of interest to us: r, 
and never n, was used for German c, ch, k; t, and not n, expressed 
German /, 1i stood for w and c, for s. 
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The orthography of the Jargon is vacillating, but in every case 
is built on the above; the following changes, however, are to be 
noticed: v1 stands for ou and oj, as indeed ou and oj are the direct 
developments of ou and o or o; only v represents e; instead of W 
the Russian Jews use D for the s sound. Since :, t represent k, p 
respectively, a line over them makes them soft, thus: 5, =- ch,f 
respectively. o is represented by N. In printed books the text is 
unnecessarily burdened with the vocal signs; in this case b, k,p 
are represented by ., , , and w, ch,f, by 11, 3, a. z is represented 
by wT. 

Words of Hebrew origin are spelled as in Hebrew, no matter 
what the pronunciation may be; suffixes and prefixes are separated 
from such words by apostrophes, but this rule is not observed 
by all writers. Here follows text and transliteration of a short 
passage: 

1nmw K NKb 1in K^3 tKP oK1N mnlK 3t Kn n-uOpi^.nr !nn pKN2S 
: T: Tr 

. ... 't 

r 

t-;:1tU : 
' : 

:V: '?S 3 K: tt : 

- 

:t 

.nlt 
"Kabzansk! Gedejnkst-du dem ojrach, wos i3 baj dir far a 

joren 3umer gewen? Du bist ous der hojt geschprungen, host 
3ich gebrochen dem mojach." 

The editor of the Jidische Folksbibliotek has made an attempt 
to establish a new orthography, but he has still more confounded 
the confusion by demanding that words of German origin should 
be written as in German; so he introduces different spelling of 
homonyms, etc. 

In writing a cursive is used which will be found fairly well 
rendered in Ave Lallemant's Das Deutsche Gaunerthum, vol. III. 

III. ACCIDENCE. 

Article. 

The Jargon, like all Germanic languages, has two articles, the 
definite der, di, dos, and the indefinite a, an. The definite is 
declined: 

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter. Plural. 
Nom. der di dos di 
Dat. dem der dem di 
Acc. dem di dos di 

The indefinite a, an (before a vowel) is indeclinable. 
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After prepositions the definite article of the masculine and 
neuter genders sing. is generally shortened to 'n; thus we have 
farn folk 'for the people,' oufn weg 'on the road.' But if the 
preposition ends in a vowel or n, the letter m is added instead, 
thus: zum glik 'fortunately,' funm tajch 'from the pond.' The 
preposition in may also be used without the sign of the article; 
for example, in jam (H. t,) 'in the ocean,' in kop 'in the head,' 
in harzen arajn 'into the heart.' 

The definite article stands before ale, contrary to German and 
English usage: di ale menschen 'all the men.' 

The indefinite article frequently enters into a close connection 
with a noun or adjective, and is written together with it as one 
word by some writers: a3d (G. eine so) gringe arbajt 'such an 
easy work,' abisel'a little, somewhat.' 

A stands after 3ejr 'very' and gor 'quite': Er i3 3ejr a guter 
mensch 'he is a very good man.' 3ejr even precedes the prepo- 
sition: 3ejr ouf a schlechten schtand 'in a very bad position.' 

Wos far a 'what kind of a' sometimes keeps the a in the plural. 
A is also kept in the plural with gute in the sense of'rather more 
than': a gute etliche scho (H. l'w) 'rather more than two hours.' 
A similar use of a is made in speaking approximately of a number: 
jinger mit ajor zen 'some ten years younger,' es meg kosten a 
kerbel drajsigferzig 'it costs 30 or 40 roubles.' 

The indefinite article (sometimes the definite also) is repeated 
for emphasis' sake in such expressions as a guter afajner mensch 
'a good and indeed a fine man,' a guten Judens a 3un 'a son of a 
good Jew.' 

Before certain words meaning an aggregate no article is used; 
such a word is kol (H. tpi^) 'the congregation'; to this may be 
added in schul 'in church,' in schtub 'in the room.' 

In the expression bis acht a 3ejger 'till eight o'clock,' a has the 
value of the English o'. 

Noun.-Declension. 

There are 3 genders in the Jargon: masculine, feminine and 
neuter; but the latter is rarely used in Lithuania, feminine or 
masculine being used instead. There is a great diversity of 
genders1 in different localities, but in most cases the gender (if 

3 Sismondi, Literature of the South of Europe, speaking of the Provencal, 
says:" The substantives had a quality peculiar to this language, of being 
employed either as masculines or as feminines, at the option of the writer. 
The flexibility of the substantives gave the language a more figurative character.' 
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the word is of German origin) reasserts itself in the dative case. 

Frequently the gender of the corresponding word in Russian or 
Polish influences the change; so we find di kop and der kop (Pol. 
glowa) 'the head,' but in the dative only oufm kop; der and dos 
ort 'the place,' der and diparschojn 'the person,' der and dosjor 
'the year.' 

Certain words always differ from the corresponding German 
words in gender; such are di licht 'the candle,' di elter 'age,' di 

finsler 'darkness,' di waser 'the water,' di hejm 'the home.' 

Schpiz 'point' and ek 'end' are always masculine. Words from 
the Russian and Polish generally preserve their original gender; 
so do Hebrew words. But we find in der emes (H. nl.) 'in 
truth' and ich 3og ajch dem emes 'I tell you the truth,' dos ma3el 
(H. it_) irs 'her fortune,' etc. 

The declension in the singular is as follows: 

Nom. derfoter di majse (H. ^'n ) dos kind 
the father the story the child 

Dat. dem foter der mrajse dem kind 
Acc. dem foter di majse dos kind 

The dative of all genders and the accusative masculine of many 
monosyllables and words ending in a vowel, and proper nouns, 
may get the ending of the German weak declension n or en. 
Such forms are baj dern jiden 'at the Jew's,' in der luften 'in the 
air,' er wet dich machen far a schtikel menschen 'he will make a 
man of you,' bajm reben (Chaldaic) 'at the teacher's,' zu Zelden 

3ajn wajb 'to Zelda his wife.' 
In some cases a difference of meaning is produced by the 

addition of n: in der woch 'during the week,' in der wochen 

'during week-days'; far a jor 'for a year,' far a joren 'a year 
ago.' 

The genitive is as in English: fun a foter 'of a father,'fun der 
mamen 'of the mother'; or, if used possessively, an s is added to 
the dative case: majnfrajnds a buck 'a book of my friend's,' der 
mamens afatschejle (Ital. fazzoletto?) 'a kerchief of my mother's' 

(cf. German dialectic: 'Dem Karl sein Buch'). 
Remarkable is the use of the mother's first name in the posses- 

sive added to that of her children; so most people are named in 
Russia; for example, Lejbze Tenes 'Leo the son of Tene.' 
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Formation of Plural. 

The plural is formed in six different ways: 
I. By receiving no sign of the plural. 

II. By adding the ending er. 
III. By adding en. 
IV. By adding s or es. 
V. By adding im. 

VI. By adding ech. 
The first and second class generally modify the vowel as in 

German, which consists in changing a and o to e, u to i, ou 
to aj. 

I. To the first class belong many words that modify the vowel 
in German and add e. Words ending in er belong to this class, 
but they may also form the plural in s. A number of mono- 
syllables that form their plural differently in German remain 
unchanged in the Jargon. 

To this class belong such words as- 

derfus, the foot 
der schuch, the shoe 
der wolf, the wolf 
der patsch, the box on the ear 
der barg, the mountain 
der schmiz, the thrust, whipping 
di licht, the candle 

di schtot, the city 
di want, the wall 
der hunt, the dog 
der klap, the stroke 
der'nomen, the name 
der 3elner (G. Sollner), the sol- 
di kaz, the cat [dier 

The plural of some of these words would be: schich, hint, berg, 
nemen, schmiz, 3elner, kez. Der zon 'the tooth' forms the plural 
di zejn. 

II. To this class belong most German nouns forming the plural 
in er and also the following: 

dos hemd, the shirt 
dos bejn, the bone 
di schtub, the house 
dos schtik, the piece 
der plan, the plan 

dos harz, the heart 
der bbjm, the tree 
der schtejn, the stone 
digrub, the ditch 
and many more. 

The Hebrew word ponim (H. I^.) 'face' forms the plural 
penirmer. Some of the above-mentioned words, as der plan, dos 

harz, may form their plural in en. 
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III. The greatest number of German words belong to this class, 
such are: 

der parschbjn, the person 
der wejtig, the pain 
derjid, the Jew 
der weg, the road 

derfejgel, the bird 
di lip, the lip 
di trer, the tear 
dos tojer, the gate 

der first, the prince 
der 3ok, the sock 
der bjring, the earring 
der mansbil, the man 
di welt, the world 
di kunz, the art 
dos lol, the valley 
dos gescheft, the business 

Words in el get the plural in len, thus: di gorgel 'the throat,' 
di gorglen, derfejgel' the bird,' difejglen. 

To this class also belong foreign (French, Latin) words that 
have been introduced through the Russian or Polish, also many 
monosyllabic words of Slavic origin: 

der traktir, the restaurant 
der inzinjer, the engineer 
di klase, the class 
der donos (Rus.), the denunciation 

der kolir, the color 
der talant, the talent 
diforme, the form 
der sklad (Rus.), the magazine 

All such words, except those ending in e, have the accent on 
the last syllable. 

IV. Words of German origin ending in e or 1, m, n, r receive 
the plural s; but those in er may also belong to class I, and those 
in el to class II: 

di mume, the aunt 
der schpigel, the mirror 
der bijdem, the loft 
der hzjfien, the heap 
der macher, the active person 

dijidene, the Jewess 
der bejgel, the doughnut 
derfodem, the thread 
der aj3en, the iron 
der schnajder, the tailor 

All Slavic words not in class III and all Hebrew and German 
words with Slavic suffixes belong to this class: 

di kcpete, the coat der ratman, the alderman 
di le3erke, the(female) reader diplejce (Pol. pleco), the shoulder 
di zabe (SI. zaba), the frog di keschene (Pol. keszen), the pocket 
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All Hebrew words of feminine gender ending in the plural in 
ni get s or es in the plural: 

di dire (Chal. ̂ 1?'), residence di kasche (Chal. ,W,?), question 

Sometimes Hebrew masculine nouns get the ending s instead of 
im to express contempt: rebe (Chal. .Qn), rebes instead of rabonim 
'sciolist.' 

V. All Hebrew words of masculine gender form their plural as 
in Hebrew and end in im: 

balebos (H. n,^n 3P) 'master of the house'; pl. balebatim (H. 
*Ti *':_). 

ejwer (H. '..) 'member' (of the body); pl. ejwrim (H. WI0N.). 
Two words not of Hebrew origin, der nar 'the fool' and der 

dokter 'the physician,' form the plural naronim, doktbjrim. 
Hebrew compounds get in Jargon only the last in the plural: 

jontef (H. frto DI) 'holiday,' has the plural jontjzwim, although 
in Hebrew it is M sll. m4,s. 

balmeloche (H. 'n?K? 5r) ' artisan' has the plural balmeloches 
(H. N?n 

T 

T?). 
VI. Diminutives in I and le form the plural in lech: 

dos kelbel, the little calf; pl. kelblech 
dos schmejchele, the little smile; pl. schmejchelech 

Diminutives in chen form the plural in echlech: 

dos majlchen, the little mouth; pl. majlechlech 
dos schtilchen, the little chair; pl. schtilechlech 

In Hebrew words the diminutives sometimes get both the 
Hebrew and the ech sign: dos meschbjrerle (H. ?.ltn.) 'the 
chorister,' pl. di meschbjrerimlech. Dos kindele 'the baby, the 
little child,' has the double plural kinderlech (cf. German Kin- 
derchen). 

The word mensch forms also the plural laji, which latter may 
be used in the singular: ich wel im machen far a lajt 'I shall 
make a man of him.' In the oblique cases the form lajten is 
frequently heard: mit lajten 'with people,' far lajten 'before 
people.' 

The possessive genitive is formed, as in the singular, by adding 
s, but if the plural ends in s nothing is added: erliche balmeloches 
kinder 'children of honest artisans.' 
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Derivation of Nouns. 

Nouns may be formed from nouns, adjectives, verbs by means 
of German and Slavic suffixes, or if taken from Latin, Greek and 
other foreign languages, by Russian suffixes. There is a greater 
freedom in Jargon in forming nouns from verbs, and a variety of 
shades of meaning is produced such as the German cannot 
express. Thus, by dropping the infinitive ending en, a masculine 
noun is produced expressing a quick, sudden action: der lojf 
'the run,' der gej 'the sudden start,' der mach 'the quick motion.' 
This form of the noun is used very effectively with the verbs 
geben and ton, in the present tense, to express the historical 
present: er git a jog 'he started in a hot pursuit,' der man tut a 
schtarb 'the man suddenly died.' 

By adding the prefix ge (when the noun may also be of the 
neuter gender) the noun expresses an incoherent, chaotic action 
by many persons: dos gegej 'the confused coming and going,' 
dos genem 'the universal grabbing.' 

The infinitive used like a noun (neuter in the South, masculine 
in Lithuania) has almost the same meaning as in German. 

By the ending er added to the stem of the verb the actor is 
expressed, as in German: der schrajber 'the clerk,' der macher 
'the active person.' By adding to such nouns the accented ending 
aj (G. ei) we get an abstract noun expressing frequentative 
activity, as dos macherdj (but feminine in Lithuania) 'the being 
a busybody,' dos lojferaj 'the running to and fro.' 

These nouns preceded by the prefix ge express continuous 
activity of many persons: dos geschrajberaj 'the frequent writing, 
red tape.' 

Nouns may be formed from verbs by the endings ung, schaft, 
z, echz, nisch (or nis). Ung expresses merely the action of the 
verb; schaft has a slightly depreciatory meaning of that action; 
z and echz implies mixture, piling up and contempt; nisch 
expresses generality of action. Examples: achtung 'attention,' 
libschaft 'love affair,' gekechz 'cooking, olla podrida,' schejlechz 
'peelings,' schrajbechz 'confused heap of writing,' chapenisch 
'general grabbing.' In the South all these derivatives are of the 
neuter gender, in Lithuania the feminine prevails. 

Most nouns formed from adjectives end in kajt: schlechtkajt 
'badness.' 

The Russian suffixes nik, tschik, ke are most frequently met 
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with; other suffixes occur in Russian words only, and are not to 
be regarded as separate Jargon suffixes: jungermantschik 'young 
man,' rozinke 'raisin.' 

Formation of Feminines. 

Feminines are formed from masculines by adding the German 
suffix in or ene, or the Slavic suffix ke, to the masculine gender; 
those in nik take the feminine nice; masculines in er take either 
in or ke to form the feminine. Examples: koch, kechin 'cook,' 
jid, jidene 'Jew, Jewess,' bedner (Pol. bednarz), bednerke 'cooper,' 
schlime3alnik, schlime3alnice 'person having bad luck,' schnajder, 
schnajderin or schnajderke 'tailor, seamstress.' Other words 
fro;n the Hebrew form their feminines in ie: balebos, baleboste 
'lady of the house,' chawer, chawerte 'friend,' ganew, ganewte 
'thief.' 

Some Hebrew words get the ending ke, sche, che, iche to 
express 'wife of': melamed (H. n?*D), melamedke and melam- 
diche 'wife of teacher,' Lejwiche 'Levi's wife,' rabinersche 'the 
rabbi's wife.' Some Slavic words are formed in the same way: 
struzeche (from Pol. str6o) ' wife of porter.' 

Other words, again, get the characteristic Hebrew feminine 
endings and internal changes: chochem (H. nm?) 'wise man,' 
chachdme (H. ,lnr) 'wise woman.' 

Diminuzives. 

There is a greater number of diminutives in Jargon than in 
German, and the great charm of Jargon diction consists in the 

frequent use of these words of endearment, diminution and 

contempt. The most of them are formed by the German suffix 
el or ele; others by the Russian ik lschik, inke, or the Polish 

inju, unjo, usjo. 
Those in el, ele express either youth or smallness: Senderl 

'little Alexander,' kelbel 'young calf,' briwe 'note.' The ending 
may be added to German words, as in schmejchele 'a little smile,' 
bajchel 'little belly,' or to Hebrew or Russian words: simchele 

(H.-; nn) 'little joy,' traklirl 'small restaurant.' 
If the word ends in n the diminutive gets the ending del; for 

example, schtejndel 'little stone, pebble,' schterendel 'little star,' 
bejndel 'little bone.' 

The number of diminutives in ik, lschik is small, and generally 
confined to proper nouns: jungermantschik 'young man,' 
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Schmuelik 'little Samuel, Sam.' The ending inke is found in 
pizinke 'little bit,' tatinke 'dear little father.' 

Proper nouns with the Polish endings express endearment: 
Re/3inju, Mgjschinju; to this also belong 3ejdinju 'grandpapa,' 
tatinju 'papa.' 

Some words receive both the Slavic and German ending: 
kapdtkele 'little coat.' 

Among the diminutives must also be counted the frequently 
used words leb (G. Leben) and krbjn (G. Krone) that are added 
to words that are frequently diminutives in themselves, as Mijsche 
leb 'dear Moses,' tatinju krojn 'dear father.' 

The Slavic endings ak, njak, atsch are used to express contempt 
or depreciation: jungatsch 'loafer,' trefnjak 'one who eats for- 
bidden food.' Sometimes contempt is expressed by changing the 
initial consonant of a word., as pamilje 'family' (of one who boasts 
with his family). 

Compounds. 
Nouns may be compounded of various origin: kaporehindel 

(H. Tnl.' and G. Hindel 'dog') 'scapegoat,' mam3erschtikel (H. 
T..t and G. Schtikel 'piece') 'Yankee trick,' khj3enkeschene (G. 
Hosen and Pol. keszefi) 'trousers pocket,' tatemame 'parents'; 
or the first word may be an adjective, as oremdn (orem man) 
'poor man, beggar,' elter3ejde 'great-grandfather.' 

Adjective.-Declension. 
In the masculine and feminine gender the adjective is declined 

alike after the definite and the indefinite article: 

Singular. 
Masculine. Feminine. 

Nom. der guter mensch, the good a ma3eldige scho, a happy 
Dat. dem gulen menschen [man a ma3eldiger scho [hour 
Ace. dem guten menschen a ma3eldige scho 

Plural. 
Nom.) 
Dat. di gute menschen ma3eldizge schos 
Ace. J 

Neuter. 
With the definite article. With the indefinite article. 

Nom. dos kalte waser, the cold water a gu/es menschel, a good 
Dat. dem kalten waser a guten menschel [man 
Acc. dos kalte waser a gules menschel 
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The plural is gute throughout. Much more frequently, how- 
ever, the adjective in the neuter gender after the indefinite article 
remains without endings; for example, a fet bejndel 'a fat little 
bone'; this is sometimes the case after the definite article also. 

The adjective not preceded by any article is declined in the 
same way, and the neuter remains undeclined. 

If the adjective ends in n the ending en is changed to em; for 
example, mit a zuschpoitenem kop 'with a cracked head'; the 
word naj 'new,' although ending in a vowel, has in the same cases 
najem. 

In short locutions the adjective frequently remains undeclined: 
gut morgen 'good morning,' gut woch 'good-day' (during week- 
days), gut schabes 'good-day' (on Saturdays). 

If the neuter is used substantively or when it follows the noun, 
it must preserve its s: kajn 30ures 'nothing sour'; so also in the 
dative; ongefilt mit aides guts 'filled with everything good.' 

In some words s is changed into sch: epis andersch 'something 
else.' The adjective preceded by the article may follow another 
adjective for emphasis' sake: es wil 3ich nischt arajnfolen in a 

finster a nas hous 'one does not like to stumble into a dark and 

damp house.' Wejnig is always an adverb, even in such an 

expression as wejnigfun 3ej 'few of them.' 
The declension of ale is peculiar; in the singular only the 

neuter occurs: 

Singular. Plural. 

Nom. alz ale 
Dat. alermen alemen and ale 
Acc. alz alemen and ale 

In the plural it is regularly ale when used adjectively. 
Although the definite article precedes ale-di ale menschen 'all 

the men'-yet in expressions like zu aide schwarzjor 'by all the 
black years' (euphemistic for 'to the devil') aide seems to stand 
for ale di. 

Comparison. 

The comparative is formed by the ending er, the superlative by 
the ending st: 

schtark schtarker schlarkst, strong 
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The letter u is modified to i, and oj, ej to e: 

ge3unt ge3inter ge3intst, healthy 
grojs greser grest, large 
klejn klener klenst, small 

The following are irregular: 

no nenter nensf, near 
gut beser best, good 
fil, a sach mer, mejn mejst, mejnst, much 

Derivation. 

Adjectives may be of German, Slavic or Hebrew origin. Those 
from the German are formed similar to the German adjectives. 
From nouns, adjectives, adverbs the most adjectives are formed 
by the endings en, ig, dig, sch, isch; the adjective is modified if 
the noun from which the word is derived is modified in the plural: 

gold golden, golden 
hi higer, native 
harz harzedig, hearty 
kinder kindersch, childish 
mansbil mansbilsch, male 

From the Slavic adjectives are formed by the simple declen- 
sional endings; but if the word ends in a consonant followed by r, 
no further r is added: a spokojner man 'a quiet man.' 

Those from the Hebrew are formed by the ending dig or isch: 

mores-chbjredig--H. MnI'1 T --melancholy 
ma3eldig-H. t_--lucky 
schabesdig-H. nz3-Saturday's 
balebatisch-H. n2,'n 2--lordly, economical 
gbjnisch-H. IK--smart, clever 

Adjectives may be used in a diminutive form with the Slavic 
suffixes inke, itschke, owate: grbjsinker 'somewhat large,' klej- 
ninker 'very small,' altitschker 'old and feeble,' tamowater 
'slightly foolish.' 

The use of the adjectives in Jargon is much freer than in 
German; where we have a compound in German, the Jargon 
uses an adjective before the nouns, as in weksene Chaneke- 
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lichtlech 'little Chanuka wax candles.' This is evidently Slavic 
influence, where the adjective is similarly used. 

Numerals. 
The ordinals are 

ejn, one 
zwej, two 

draj, three 

fir, four 

finef, five 

3eks, six 

3iben, seven 

acht, eight 
najn, nine 
zen, ten 

elf, eleven 

zwelf, twelve 

drajzen, thirteen 

ferzen, fourteen 

fufzen, fifteen 

3echzen, sixteen 
3ibzen, seventeen 

achzen, eighteen 
najnzen, nineteen 

zwanzig, twenty 
ejnunzzwanzig, twenty-one 
drajsig, thirty 
ferzig, forty 
fufzig, fifty 
sechzzg, sixty 
3ibzig, seventy 
achzig, eighty 
zajnzig, ninety 

hundert, hundred 
hundert un ejn, one hundred and one 

zwej hundert, two hundred 

tou3ent, thousand 

miljon, million 

The cardinals, except erschter, driter, ferter, are formed by 
adding ter up to twenty and ster to the rest of the ordinals. 

By adding er to the ordinals, denominations of money are 

expressed: a drajer 'a three kopeks coin,' a zener 'ten rouble 
bill.' 

Then there are such combinations as anderlalb, dritalb,fertalb 
= one and a half, two and a half, three and a half, respectively. 
By the ending ling an approximate number is expressed: a 

zentling'some ten.' 
Denominators of fractions end as in German in tel: drajfer/el 

'three-fourth.' 
In writing dates the Hebrew chronology is used, and, as in 

Hebrew, the letters are used to express the year, thus: Ti"n = 

(5)637 = 877 A. D. 
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Pronouz. 

The personalfpronouns are declined as follows: 

Singular. Plural. 
ist pers. 2d pers. 3d person. Ist pers. 2d pers. 3d pers. 

Nom. ich du er, 3i, es mir ir' 3ej 
Dat. mir dir im (em), ir, - uns ajch 3ej 
Ace. mich dich im (em), 3i, es uns ajch 3ej 

In the Lithuanian dialect the accusative is of the same form as 
the dative. The genitive but rarely occurs in the German form, 
and is to be regarded as an encroachment of literary German on 
the Jargon, as in the sentence ich zolt schejn gern gewen 3ajner 
pofer zu weren 'I should like to get rid of him.' 

The neuter es is frequently used as an expletive, like the Dutch 
er, as in the sentence fun wanen gejt ir es do ? 'from where do 
you come?' Wi a3oj schrajt men es do in schul ouf a36 kol! 
'How dares one cry out loud in the synagogue!' The dative 
neuter does not occur; in combination with prepositions der is 
used, followed by the preposition: dermit 'with it,' derfun 
'from it.' 

The possessive pronouns are of two forms-the indeclinable, 
when immediately preceding a noun; the declinable, when follow- 
ing the noun or when preceding a noun with its indefinite article. 
The indeclinable gets the ending e in the plural. The pronouns 
are: majn, dajn, 3ajn, ir, 3ajn; un3er, ajer, 3ejer. 

The declinable ending in n are declined like majn: 

Singular. Plural. 
Masc. Fer. Neuter. All genders. 

Nom. majner ma/ne majns majne 
Dat. majnem maj m ajnem majne 
Acc. majnem majne majns majne 

Those ending in r are declined like un3er: 

Singular. Plural. 
Masc. Feminine. Neuter. All genders. 

Nom. un3er un3ere un3ers un3ere 
Dat. un3ern un3erer (un3er) un3ern un3ere 
Ace. un3ern un3ere un3ers un3ere 

Dr. Ph. Mansch mentions a form etz for the 2d person plural, but I have 
never heard or seen it. Dr. Mansch is the only one who has written at greater 
length on the Jargon; his articles appeared in the 'Israelit' of Lemberg in 
I888, '89, '90, but they are inexact, and devoid of philological value. 
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The possessive pronouns of the neuter gender, used substan- 
tively, may also end in ige dos majnige 'mine,' dos 3ejrige 'theirs.' 

The declinable pronouns before the indefinite article express 
indefiniteness; for example, majner a guter chawer 'a good friend 
of mine.' They are used after the nouns to express the reference 
more emphatically: di nesije 3ajne 'illa peregrinatio ejus,' 'his 

journey.' 
The second person plural of the personal and possessive 

pronouns are used in address, but in speaking to Germans the 
third plural is frequently heard; in speaking deferentially of 

persons present or absent in the third person, the third person 
plural is used. 

The reflexive pronouns for all persons is 3ich; this is evidently 
Slavic influence, where (in Russian) sja is added to the verb in 
all persons to form the reflexive. Occasionally the German 
reflexive is found; mir, mich, dir, dich, etc., but I have never 
heard it spoken. 

Alejn means 'myself, thyself,' etc.: alejn bin ich fun 7eteriwke 
'I, for my person, am a native of Teteriwke.' 

The indeclinable demonstratives are a3d (only in the singular) 
'such a,' a3ijne and a3elche (only in the plural) 'such,' ot= 
French la, as in ot der mensch 'cet homme-la,' 'that man'; this ot 
is evidently an abbreviation of the Russian wot: wot etot tschelozjck 
'cet homme-la.' 

The declinable demonstratives are- 

der, di, dos, declined like the article, 'that,' 'hic.' 

jener, jene, jens, declined like the article, 'that,' 'iste.' 
der do3iger, declined like adjective, 'the above-mentioned,' 'ille. 
di3er, used only in the Lithuanian, 'this.' 

The interrogative wer, wos 'who, what' is declined as follows: 

Masc. and Fem. Neuter. 

Nom. wer wos 
Dat. wemen (wem) wos 
Acc. werten (wem) wos 

Wos far a 'what kind of a' sometimes keeps the a in the 

plural; it is indeclinable. The interrogative welcher 'which' is 
declined like an adjective. 

There are two classes of relative pronouns, the declinable and 
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the indeclinable. The declinable is welcher, welche, welches; for 
example, 3ej hoben gezen zu welche 3ej dinen 'they have idols 
whom they worship.' 

The indeclinable is wos; it may be always used for welcher, 
even more freely than English that for who, which: der mensch 
wos beklogt 3ich 'the man who complains.' Strange is the use of 
the prepositions with the relative wos, in that they follow wos, 
themselves followed by a personal pronoun or adverb; for 
example, di oreme laji wos men hot baj 3ej di hbjt cp gezbjgen 
'the poor people whose skins they had flayed,' der wos ich bin 
nit wert zu dermonen 3ajn nomen 'he whose name I am not 
worthy of mentioning,' di kuliklech schtrbj wos derouf i3 im 
wajch gewen zu ligen 'the bunches of straw on which it was soft 
to sleep.' This seems to be due to Hebrew influence. 

He who is expressed by der wos: di wos handlen mit trejfe 
schojres 'those who deal in contraband goods.' 

Wos may be strengthened by the demonstrative der, as in the 
following sentence: der lop der wos schtejt oufm tisch 'the pot 
that stands on the table.' 

There are many indefinite pronouns in the Jargon: epis (inde- 
clinable) ajn 'some, any' (der mensch beklogt 3ich beschas epis 
ajn umglik 'the man complains in any (least) misfortune'); a30jns 
'such a thing' (wos hoben mir a3bjns gekent fargesen ? 'what 
could we, indeed, have forgotten?'); itlicher 'every' (declined 
like an adjective) (es wolt beser gewgnfar itlichen 'it would have 
been best for everybody'); chotsch (Russian) wer 'any one' 
(chotsch wos es i3 'let it be anything'); abi wer 'anybody, the 
first best,' imizer 'somebody,' jederer 'everybody,' der un der 
'such and such a one,' wer-wer 'some-some' (wzer in schljapes 
wer in fatschejles 'some in hats, some in kerchiefs'). 

LEO WIENER. 
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